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  Presented are five cases in which computed tomography was quite usefu1 as one of the diagnostic
tools． A discussion was made how we should apply computed tomography in urological practice．
It is recemmended to use computed tomography next to IVP or DIP rather routinely whenever we
want to know the extension of malignant neoplasia in the retroperitoneal or intrapelvic space． lt
is not so helpfu1 for diagnosis of adrenal diseases．
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   腎のあるべき場所は右腎国後のため腸管で占
   められている，
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Fig・4  （ln・i例1）．
   inL管，
左腎動脈造影．＾《に11経不整な
Fig．6 （症例2）． 結石陰影．
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Fig・9 （症例3）．左選択的腎動脈造影．
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Fig．10  （症例4）． IVP
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Fig． i2 （症例5）， UG・
Fig．13・a（症例5）． GT．
Fig． l l－a （症例4）， GT．
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Fig，13・b（症例5）． CT・
Fig．11－b （症例4）． CT・
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